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JAX: Java APIs for XML Kick Start covers the JAX APIs - fundamental for development of Java-based Web service applications as well as other e-Commerce applications requiring the exchange and manipulation of data. The book includes an overview of Web service fundamentals including SOAP, UDDI, and WSDL, all of which will be built upon in later examples. The book then covers the current set of JAX APIs for data processing, for messaging, for writing data to registries and for calling remote applications.
 

Each API is covered from an architectural and implementation perspective, using real-world examples and case studies throughout to illustrate their usefulness. The author will demonstrate both Web service and traditional JAX applications, giving a complete picture of the uses of JAX. The final chapter looks ahead to new developments and new APIs in progress at Sun.
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Databases, Information Systems, and Peer-to-Peer Computing: First International Workshop, DBISP2P, Berlin GermanySpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the First International Workshop on Databases, Information Systems, and Peer-to-Peer Computing, DBISP2P 2003, held in Berlin, Germany in September 2003 as a satellite event of VLDB 2003.The 16 revised full papers presented together with the abstract of an invited contribution were...
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Magnetic Resonance TomographySpringer, 2007

	With an incredible 2400 illustrations, and written by a multitude of international experts, this book provides a comprehensive overview of both the physics and the clinical applications of MRI, including practical guidelines for imaging. The authors define the importance of MRI in the diagnosis of several disease groups in comparison or...
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Thermodynamics And Heat Powered Cycles: A Cognitive Engineering ApproachNova Press, 2007


	Due to the rapid advances in computer technology, intelligent computer software and

	multimedia have become essential parts of engineering education. Software integration with

	various media such as graphics, sound, video and animation is providing efficient tools for

	teaching and learning. A modern textbook should contain both the...
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Quake 4 Mods For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
If this is your first time venturing into the world of game modding, let me
post a warning now. You are entering into something that many people,
including myself, have described as addicting, exciting, and frustrating all at
the same time. I know of very few people who have started on the path of
game modification and found it...
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Multimedia Content Encryption: Techniques and ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2008

	How to Design a Secure Multimedia Encryption Scheme


	The widespread use of image, audio, and video data makes media content protection increasingly necessary and urgent. For maximum safety, it is no longer sufficient to merely control access rights. In order to fully protect multimedia data from piracy or...
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WiMAX: A Wireless Technology RevolutionAuerbach Publications, 2007
The demand for broadband connectivity is growing rapidly, but cannot be met effectively by existing wireline technology. WiMAX has the potential to provide widespread Internet access that can usher in economic growth, better education and healthcare, and improved entertainment services. Examining the technology's global development and deployment...
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